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ABSTRACT Most existing deep learning-based motion segmentation methods treat motion segmentation
as a binary segmentation problem, which is generally not the real case in dynamic scenes. In addition,
the object and camera motion are often mixed, making the motion segmentation problem difficult. This
paper proposes a joint learning method which fuses semantic features and motion clues using CNNs with
deformable convolution and a motion embedding module, to address multi-object motion segmentation
problem. The deformable convolutionmodule serves to fusion color andmotion information. And themotion
embedding module learns to distinguish objects’ motion status with inspiration from geometric modeling
methods. We perform extensive quantitative and qualitative experiments on benchmark datasets. Especially,
we label over 9000 images of KITTI visual odometry dataset to help training the deformable module. Our
method achieves superior performance in comparison to the current state-of-the-art in terms of speed and
accuracy.

INDEX TERMS Supervised learning, motion segmentation, video object segmentation.

I. INTRODUCTION
Motion segmentation, a key challenge in computer vision,
aims at partitioning an image into regions of homogenous
motion on the pixel level in moving camera videos. Motion
segmentation has been shown to benefit a variety of applica-
tions such as autonomous driving [1], augmented reality [2],
and human-computer interaction [3]. Different from semantic
segmentation that classifies pixels with appearance cues only,
motion segmentation primarily uses motion information to
detect the object to be segmented. For stationary cameras,
the moving pixels can be estimated accurately [4]. While
the camera is moving, segmenting moving objects becomes
more challenging since most image pixels start to move due
to camera motion.

To solve the problem, most state-of-the-art algorithms
[5]–[9] geometrically model the motion of cameras, scenes,
and objects and then group the pixels according to the geo-
metric motion model. Reference [10] use Dual-mode sin-
gle Gaussian model(SGM) to prevent the background model
from being contaminated by foreground pixels. Reference
[11] cast the motion segmentation problem as point trajec-
tories clustering and solve the problem with the multicut
optimization. Another set of methods [12], [13] analyzes
optical how between a pair of frames to group pixels with
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consistent flows into different motion regions. However,
motion estimation based on optical flow remains a long-
standing challenge. On the one hand, the 2D projection of
the motion of faraway objects and the objects moving along
the camera is insignificant and hard to model. On the other
hand, pixel-wise motion segmentation based on optical flow
often is built with sophisticated probabilistic models, which
are sensitive to handpicked parameters and need complicated
object inference schemes [4].

Recently, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have
been developed for motion segmentation and shown promis-
ing results. Early deep learning-based methods [14] take
predicted image plane motion (optical flow) as a prior and
utilize the high capacity of deep learning models to map the
optical flow into corresponding segmentationmasks. The per-
formance of these methods, however, may suffer difficulties
when different parts of an object exhibit nonhomogeneous
motion patterns. Recently, [13] proposes a way to the fusion
of the networks for deep semantic and deep optical flow.
The motion features and semantic features are integrated with
multiplication operations to improve the performance of both
tasks. Whereas these methods are operational, we believe
that it still needed to mine the relationship between these
two features. Motion features for partly moving objects are
usually significant but need to be complemented by seman-
tic features to detect the whole object. Also, most deep
learning-based motion segmentation methods focus on the
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FIGURE 1. Segmentation results in two motion sequences. Our motion
segmentation results are in (b) And ground truths are given in (c).

binary segmentation mask, where pixels are classified as
either moving or part of the background, lacking the ability
to distinguish moving objects with different moving status.

To distinguish objects with different motion, we propose
a method which represents object motions with embed-
dings whose distance denotes the relative similarity between
motions. Compared with the traditional model selection and
motion clustering process, we model motions with neural
networks that simplify the process. Motion property derives
from dense optical flow. After that, we combine the instance
segmentation with our motion embedding network to detect
multiple moving objects in a single image.

Moreover, instead of fusing motion features from optical
flows and semantic features in a naïve way, we propose a
custom fusion module that fuses deep motion and semantic
features with a deformable convolution operator. Unlike pre-
vious methods, our method can adaptively focus on moving
parts of the image by enhancing the convolution kernel with
dynamic offsets computed from both color and optical flow
information. Given different prior information, the module
will compute the corresponding convolution kernel to sample
the image part with significant motion.

Additionally, to further train and evaluate our model on the
real urban dataset, which is very important for autonomous
driving and augmented reality applications, we construct an
annotated dataset based on the KITTI dataset that is labeled
with instance segmentation and minimal human labor.

Fig.1 shows the results of our motion segmentation algo-
rithm on the Davis dataset. It is can be seen our method can
find difference between different objects and can segment
them regardless of their moving patterns.

The main contributions of our method include:
• We propose an enhanced deformable convolution
module that incorporates the appearance and motion
features for motion segmentation with adaptively
computed convolution kernel.

• We propose a motion embedding method which fuses
model selection and motion representation into a sin-
gle neural network, in which optical flow patches
are encoded into fixed-length vectors to distinguish
different moving objects.

• Compared with the state-of-the-art methods, the
quantitative and qualitative evaluation on multi-
ple challenging datasets show that our method

achieves multi-object motion segmentation and
perform favorably against the state-of-the-art.

II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we give a brief overview of recent works
in motion segmentation. Video object segmentation is a
related topic sharing many similar techniques with motion
segmentation. Therefore, we will also provide an overview
here.

Motion Segmentation: Traditionally, motion segmenta-
tion is solved with motion information from the sparse trajec-
tory which is the trajectory of sparse feature point movement
over video frames [15]. The trajectories can be clustered into
different subspaces with various clustering methods. Mov-
ing objects can be recognized with these different motion
groups. For example, Haque et al. [16] use linear subspace
to cluster feature point trajectories into different objects.
Shen et al. [7] solve the clustering problem with the multi-
cut algorithm. Bideau and Learned-Miller [17] segment an
image according tomotion boundaries calculated with optical
flow. Zhang et al. [4] combine multiple geometric models
which are suitable under different conditions and employs
the ORK kernel to cluster point trajectories. However, these
methods cannot realize dense image segmentation only with
sparse trajectories. Besides, only rigid moving objects can be
completely segmented, which limits its applications.

Another set of geometric methods model the motion status
of every pixel as a probabilistic model with motion informa-
tion from the optical flow. Narayana et al. introduce a prob-
abilistic model that labels independent motions using optical
flow orientations [20]. Similarly, Bideau and Learned-Miller
adopt another probabilistic model to segment moving objects
with the optical flow in an image sequence [10]. Their method
is later extended to integrate semantic segmentation infor-
mation extracted from neural networks [19] which greatly
improves the segmentation results. These methods achieve
dense segmentation and are not limited to the number of
objects. Meanwhile, the object information can be integrated
to segment non-rigid objects. However, these methods are
sensitive to handpicked parameters and need complicated
object inference schemes.

Recently, with the fast application of deep learning, a set
of methods considers motion segmentation as a pixel-wise
classification problem and employs convolution networks to
deal with the task. Suchmethods usually use encoder-decoder
style networks mapping optical flow to segmentation mask.
Some methods [20], [21] combine the motion segmentation
with other tasks such as visual odometry or depth predic-
tion. Such a combination provides large datasets for training
and is often used in autonomous driving scenes. Although
unsupervised learning alleviates the need for a large amount
of training data with ground-truth annotation, the precision
suffers because the photometric consistency assumption often
cannot hold in practical applications.

Other methods combine appearance cues to improve preci-
sion and deal with nonrigid moving objects [13], [22], [33].
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FIGURE 2. The overall architecture of our multi-object motion segmentation pipeline. Features extracted from the image and the optical flow are fused
with the deformable fusion. ROISelect module from the mask RCNN serves to generate object proposals. The motion selection module further selects
objects with significant motion according to the motion embedding. Motion masks are computed for moving objects.

Reference [13] combine semantic features and motion fea-
tures and generate the segmentation mask with a decoder.
Some methods additionally integrate RNN for multi frame
information. Among them, Lim and Keles train a triplet
framework to learn a mapping from image features to a fore-
ground segmentation probability mask [22]. They evaluate
the method in the static background. Tokmakov et al. employ
CNNs to infer motion status from optical flow [11]. Later
they propose to integrate motion information and semantic
information in a recurrent network to achieve video object
segmentation in video sequences [13]. Haque et al. propose
an approach to fuse semantic features and motion cues to
address the problem of monocular semantic motion segmen-
tation [13]. However, the integration of motion and semantic
features is still not fully exploited. Besides, the number of
output layers is fixed for end-to-end networks which makes
the segmentation of multiple objects difficult.

Video object segmentation: Similar to motion segmenta-
tion, video object segmentation takes continuous frames as
input and generates segmentation masks for objects. How-
ever, video segmentation aims to segment the prominent fore-
ground object. Unsupervised video segmentation methods
which need to find the object of interest is closely related
to motion segmentation in that many unsupervised method
employ motion cues to find the target [23], [24]. These
methods are often built upon the assumption that motion is
different for foreground objects. Recent unsupervised video
object segmentation [25] employs RNN to achieve multi-
frame information integration and attention mechanism is
often used to locate the object of interest. Some methods
[18] jointly solve motion segmentation and video object
segmentation tasks. Whereas related, this line of work is
different since objects segmented are consistent during the
video regardless of their motion status.

III. MOTION SEGMENTATION
Our multi-object motion segmentation method consists of
four main steps, that is, feature enhancement, object proposal
generation, motion detection, and fine segmentation. Fig 2.

shows an illustration of our neural network. To achieve reli-
able multi-object motion segmentation, we first fuse color
and motion features to detect possibly moving objects with
the feature enhancement and proposal generation module.
Then, the moving status of the motion patches is identified
with ourmotion embeddingmodule. Finally, the object masks
are segmented in the final segmentation step from the image
patches. Compared with Mask-RCNN, we integrate motion
information in both feature extraction and proposal filtering
stage. The detail of our method is given in Fig.2.

A. MOTION EMBEDDING
To make motion segmentation adapt to various geometric
models, we propose a motion embedding module which
encodes optical flow patches into fixed-length vectors with
a data-driven approach. The idea is that different relative
motion between camera and object can be mapped to dif-
ferent embedding representation according to the respected
geometric model. For instance, when the underlying motion
is general, a fundamental matrix is used to model the epipolar
geometry, and when scene-motion is degenerate like a planar
scene or a pure rotation, homography is preferred [26]. For
a general 3D scene, the relationship between 3D motion and
2D optical flow can be described as follows:

u(x, y) = −fc

(
TX
Z
+ RY

)
+
xYz
Z
+ yRz −

x2RY
fc
+
xyRx
fc

v(x, y) = −fc

(
TY
Z
+ RX

)
+
yYz
Z
− xRz +

y2RX
fc
−
xyRY
fc

where fc is the focal length, Z is the depth of the 3D
point, and u(x, y), v(x, y) denotes the image plane motion
at coordinate(x, y). However, the real world scene-motions
are not so conveniently divided. They are more typified by
near-degenerate scenarios such as a scene that is almost but
not quite planar, or a motion that is rotation-dominant but
with a non-vanishing translation. In such cases, imposing a
false dichotomy in deciding an appropriate model would pose
difficulty for subsequent separation.
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FIGURE 3. The training framework for our proposed motion embedding
network. Optical flow patches are encoded by our motion embedding
module. Supervision signal induced by the triplet loss pushes the
network toward generating embeddings with motion information.

Inspired by the geometry studies in traditional motion
segmentation methods, we propose a novel network module
that performs model selection and motion representation in a
single step, in which the motion representations are encoded
as fixed-length embeddings containing geometric motion
information from the optical flows. As illustrated in Fig.3,
our motion embedding module is a multi-layer perceptron
prepended with CNN layers. Given small image patches as
input, the output vector will be a D-dimensional vector VD =
Netθ (ImgHxW ).We further normalize the output vector to ease
the comparison between different motions.

To deal with multiple moving components within patches,
we use max-pooling to highlight the most prominent motion
in the image patch. The network module is trained end-to-end
with the triplet loss to maximize the ability of the module to
encode different motions. The training framework is shown
in Fig.3. The input training image is selected that only one
moving object exists. Then we randomly crop three patches
from the image and make sure the three patches contain both
the moving object and static environment. The cropped image
patches are classified as moving if the motion mask covers
most of the patch. We denote the moving patches as the
positive sample group p{1,2,...w} and the static patches as the
negative sample group n{1,2,...q}. The training loss is designed
so that encodings from samples of the same group present
smaller distance than encodings from different groups. The
training loss is defined as:

loss = max
(
||f (pi)− f (ps)||2 − ||f (pi)− f (ns)||2 + α, 0

)
+ max(||f (ni)− f (ns)||2 − ||f (ni)− f (ps)||2 + α, 0)

pi and ps are samples from the positive group whereas ni and
ns are samples from the negative group. α is a bias parameter
to avoid zero losses.

During the evaluation, the input motion patch comes from
the previous proposal step instead of randomly cropped
patches in the training dataset. We compute the motion
embedding for both the proposed object patch and the whole
image. The distance between the motion embeddings is used

to select the moving objects with the ordered residual ker-
nel (ORK). Moving object masks are segmented form the
selected moving patches using the Mask-RCNN pipeline.

B. FEATURE ENHANCEMENT MODULE
Given an optical flow frame and the corresponding color
image, the proposed feature enhancement module will gener-
ate corresponding motion aware features for further segmen-
tation. It mainly consists of two networks: the motion feature
extraction and the deformable fusion.

Motion Feature Extraction: This module extracts motion
features via a feature extraction network. The network con-
sists of convolutional layers with ReLUs as the activation
function. In our implementation, we adopted a modified
residual structure from [27]. The extracted features will be
utilized for feature-wise temporal alignment. To remove the
interference of the scene depth, the input optical flow is pre-
processed into separate motion angle and magnitude which
would help motion feature extraction as mentioned in [12].

Deformable Fusion: The goal of the deformable fusion
module is to take the semantic feature Fimg and optical flow
feature Fflow to predict sampling parameters θ for the fused
feature Fsf :

θ = fθ (Fimg,Fflow)

Here, θ = {1pn|n ∈ R refers to the offsets of the convolution
kernels, where R = {(−1,−1) , (−1, 0) , . . . , (0, 1) , (1, 1)}
donates a regular grid of a 3 × 3 convolution kernel. With
θ and Fimg, the fused feature Fsf can be computed by the
deformable convolution:

Fsf = fdeform(Fimg, θ)

More specifically, for each position p0 on the fused feature
map Fsf , we have:

Fsf (p0) =
∑
pn∈R

w (pn)Fimg(p0 + pn +1pn)

The convolution will operate on the irregular position pn +
1pn which is fractional. To address the issue, we imple-
ment the operation with bilinear interpolation, which is the
same as [7]. Here, the deformable alignment module con-
sists of several regular and deformable convolutional layers.
The visualization is given in Fig.4. The original deformable
convolution utilizes semantic features for both offset com-
putation and deformable convolution input. Oppositely our
method concatenates both semantic and motion features in
the offset computation. The sampling parameter generation
function fθ concatenates Fimg and Fflow and uses a 3 × 3
bottleneck layer to reduce the channel number of the con-
catenated feature map. Then, the sampling parameters are
predicted by a convolutional layer with the kernel size as the
output channel number. Finally, the fused featureFsf obtained
from θ and Fimg based on deformable convolution operation.
In practice, we use three deformable convolutional layers in
the network to enhance the fusion. The learned features will
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FIGURE 4. Our deformable fusion module.

implicitly capture motion cues and also explore static regions
within the same image structure.

C. DATASET ANNOTATION
To train the motion segmentation model, we need a large
number of images with motion annotation. However, training
datasets for motion segmentation in real scenes are scarce.
Some methods use artificial images for training [11] which
cannot integrate semantic information. Reference [18] anno-
tate their own datasets. But the annotated datasets are either
too small for training or biased toward a certain type of object.

We aim to generate a large number of coarse motion anno-
tations for the KITTI dataset without much human labor.
For each picture in the dataset, we use the state-of-the-art
instance segmentation method PANet [28] to obtain masks
for individual objects in the scene. Then human annotators
identify the moving objects and select all corresponding
masks to finish the annotation. Compared to fully manual
annotations, this method can save a lot of time, whereas not
lose much accuracy. We label more than 9000 samples with
this method. We denote the dataset as KITTI-Moseg. The
only downside is the annotation accuracy is subject to the
instance segmentation method used. But in our experiment,
the coarse annotation has proved useful in training.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION
A. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
We implement the network with the PyTorch framework.
Network training is done with the SGD algorithm with a
batch size of 8 and a learning rate starting at 0.003. The
learning rate gradually decreases to 3e-5 during training. the
batchsize, momentum, and weight decay are set to 2,0.9,
and 1e-5, respectively. The initial weights for the motion
embedding and feature fusion module are set with the normal
distribution. The data are augmented online with the horizon-
tal and vertical flip, random resizing and rotations covering
a range of degrees(−10, 10). The network is implemented
with PyTorch. Optical flow is calculated with PWC-Net
[29] and unsampled to the same resolution with the color
image. The embedding network is trained with patches from
the flyingthings dataset [27] and annotations are provided

FIGURE 5. Our annotated KITTI-Moseg dataset.

by [30]. Other network components are pretrained with stan-
dard training procedures from Mask-RCNN [34]. Our net-
work contains 63.06M parameters and the FLOPs is 104.7G.
The training iteration costs 482ms and evaluation costs
183ms.

The evaluation metrics we use are F-score and intersection
over union (IOU)which are common inmotion segmentation.
We compare our results with both binary and multi-object
motion segmentation methods. The datasets we use are given
below.

B. DATASETS
KITTI-Moseg: The KITTI dataset contains urban and high-
way scenes collected by an autonomous driving platform.
The sequences contain moving objects commonly seen on
the road such as cars, pedestrians, and trucks. The motion
pattern in the dataset is mostly forward, which is quite dif-
ferent from other motion segmentation dataset but quite com-
mon in driving scenes. The video odometry dataset contains
20 sequences in whichwe annotate the first 9 ones for training
and the following two sequences for testing. Approximately
ten thousand images are annotated.

FBMS: The Freiburg-Berkeley motion segmentation
dataset [28] is an extension of the BMS dataset with 33 addi-
tional video sequences. A total of 720 frames is annotated.
FBMS-59 comes with a split into a training set and a test set.
Whereas some annotations do not fit the motion segmenta-
tion described above, we adopt the annotation provided by
Keuper et al. [10] for evaluation. It contains complex object
movements and deformations.

Davis: The Davis dataset [32] is a video segmentation
dataset that includes two variants. In the 2016 variant, a sin-
gle instance is annotated for each video. The 2017 variant
contains multiple instances annotated. We use the dataset for
evaluation and comparison on both binary and multi-object
motion segmentation evaluation. We also exclude some
sequences in evaluation since these sequences contain mov-
ing objects in the background.

C. EXPERIMENTS
We conduct experiments on FBMS, Davis and Complex [20]
datasets to showcase the effect of our methods. We compare
our binary motion segmentation results with LSMO [19]
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FIGURE 6. Results on multi-object motion segmentation. First two rows contain samples from the davis dataset, others
are samples from the FBMS and complex dataset.

TABLE 1. Multi object motion segmentation.

which is the state-of-the-art deep learning based motion seg-
mentation methods. For multi-object motion segmentation,
we compare with [7] which is the state-of-the-art. For a fair
comparison, we don’t use any post-processing techniques,
such as the conditional random field(CRF) [32]. Standard
metrics including boundary F-score and IOU are used to
evaluate the performances.

1) RESULTS ON MULTI-OBJECT MOTION SEGMENTATION
Here we compare the results on multi-object segmentation of
our methods with [7] and [14] in Table 1.

We can see that our method achieves a 3% increase in IOU
and a 1% increase in F-score compared with the state-of-the-
art methods in the FBMS dataset. The increase in precision

can be attributed to our motion fusion and motion embedding
module. We report the ablation study in section D.

Reference [4] is a feature clustering method that only
give sparse results. Reference [21] is close-source and we
take the results directly from the paper. Visualization is
only presented for [16] which is the original version of
[21] and our method. We can see from the results that our
module can correctly segment different moving objects with
similar appearance whereas ignore stationary objects. Com-
pare with previous geometric motion segmentation methods,
our methods show less cluster in segmentation results and
achieve better boundary accuracy with the semantic infor-
mation. On the FBMS dataset, our method performs better
due to relatively large motion in the dataset. Also, we achieve
higher segmentation precision with our feature fusion mod-
ule and the RCNN-like architecture. However, motions of
different objects are often more mixed in the Davis dataset,
which poses a challenge on our ability to distinguish moving
objects.

We also include additional visualization on some FBMS
and Complex sequences to compare with [21] in Fig. 7 and
visualizations with SROWN [39] in Fig. 8. Neither methods
provide source code for evaluation. Thus we compare with
the reported results in the paper. We outperform [21] on both
FBMS and Complex datasets. Compared with [39], although
our method lacks supervision, we still achieve comparable
results.
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FIGURE 7. Additional results on FBMS and complex sequences to
compare with [19].

FIGURE 8. Comparison with SROWN [39] on the davis dataset.

2) RESULTS ON SINGLE-OBJECT MOTION SEGMENTATION
We repeat the test for single-object motion segmentation
to compare with some other deep learning-based methods.
We take the union of all moving objects as the foreground for
our method. For the Davis dataset, we take the 2016 version
which only contains one moving object per scene.

As seen, our method outputs promising results on the
Davis-16 dataset, compared with existing top performing
motion segmentation algorithms.

TABLE 2. Results on single-object motion segmentation.

FIGURE 9. Results on single object motion segmentation. Our motion
segmentation results are in (b) And ground truths are given in (c).

TABLE 3. Segmentation performance of our deformable module under
different network variants.

D. ABLATION STUDY
In order to survey the effectiveness of our proposed fea-
ture enhancement module and motion embedding module,
we conduct ablation experiments on Davis-17 by substituting
the component with an ordinary convolution module.

1) MOTION FUSION MODULE
The baseline for comparison with our motion fusion mod-
ule is a concatenation and convolution module. We apply
both modules in an end-to-end framework [31] and com-
pare their performances with the same training procedures in
our KITTI-Moseg dataset. We also evaluate our module for
two commonly seen network architectures to showcase the
generality of our network.
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FIGURE 10. Image patches followed by corresponding optical flows and
ground truth motion masks from different moving regions in an image.
Moving status of the image patch on the second column is the same as
that of the first whereas the third is different. Our motion can detect the
moving status though their optical flows suggest otherwise.

Using both F-score and IOU indicators, we can see that
the deformable convolution increases the segmentation per-
formance compared with traditional integration schemes
between the semantic and optical flow features for both
Vgg and Resent backbones. The IOU decreases 6% without
deformable convolution. The improvement can be attributed
to the better fusion ability of our motion enhancement
module.

2) MOTION EMBEDDING MODULE
We investigate the performance of our motion embedding
module by measuring the ability to correctly discriminate
objects with different motions despite the similar optical flow.
We use the average of the optical flow as our baseline. The
validation set is image patches from the Davis dataset with
motion labels. We train our network with the flyingthings
dataset.

We give a visualization of the training optical flow patches
in fig 6. Different colors represent different direction and
intensity of the containing optical flow. The training opti-
cal flow patches are grouped according to their prominent
motion. Each training sample contains two patches with the
same motion and the other is different. We give two groups
in which the last one is the outliner. We also make experi-
ments on some samples in the highly challenging synthetic
flyingthings dataset. The results suggest that our method can
adopt to various motions and present higher differentiation
ability with precise optical flows.

The precision and recall are shown to showcase the ability
of our method to differentiate between different motions. The
results are in Table 4.

To showcase the effect of our motion embedding mod-
ule, we remove the motion embedding module from our
network and the relevant indicator decrease by 9∼15%.

TABLE 4. Distance comparison between Patches with different motion.

TABLE 5. The ability to distinguish moving status of patches with our
motion embedding module.

TABLE 6. Comparison with cross entropy loss.

TABLE 7. Comparison with different pretraining datasets.

Besides, the ability to recognize motion regardless of their
appearance can be proofed by the evaluation results on the
realistic Davis dataset despite training with the synthetic
flyingthings dataset.’’

We additionally include learning results in TABLE 5 with
the cross entropy loss as follows: The cross entropy loss
network is trained with the ground truth motion mask
as the supervision signal. We use similar network struc-
ture for the cross entropy network. We can see our net-
work performs much better than the cross entropy network
which tries to learn the motion directly from the optical
flow.

3) THE PROPOSED KITTI DATASET
Our proposed KITTI dataset annotation only contains binary
segmentations instead of instance level segmentations. Thus
we only pretrain optical flow encoder network with the
dataset. In the experiments, we add experiments on the com-
parison between pretraining on the flyingthings and our anno-
tated KITTI dataset. The results are compared by evaluating
our the FBMS dataset.

Pretraining on our KITTI datasets shows superior results.
This can be attributed to the motion pattern of our annotated
dataset resembles the motion in real life.
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V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a motion segmentation model
that can differentiate between different moving objects.
We introduced two mechanisms that enable the network to
find moving objects. The feature enhancement module fuses
motion and semantic information. The motion embedding
module achieves motion clustering by mapping the motion
of different objects to different encoding vectors. The exper-
iments show that our proposed framework outperforms pre-
vious motion segmentation models on multiple challenging
datasets.
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